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20 Coastal Living Rooms 
That Fit Perfectly Into a 
Modern Beach House

20 Ingeniously Styled 
Farmhouses

25 Minimalist Kitchen 
Ideas That Are the Total 
Opposite of Boring



- All the contents were taken from several online sources. 
- Some pictures are not in HD quality due to function convertion

Why do we print this book?  Here 
are some of advantages having a 
printed book.
 
Printed books • Printed books 
revolutionazed the world nearly 600 
years ago, and since then they have 
influenced every part of the world, 
specifically in culture and science. 
They gave people chance to share 
their ideas and thoughts with the 
whole world.

Mahallati is an internationally acclaimed 
interior design, manufacturing and production 
firm based in bali, indonesia. 

With a team of over 120 artisans, designers, 
woodcrafters, metal workers, upholsterers and 
consultants in related fields with over a century 
of collective industry experience; we work closely 
with our clients to create exceptional work. Our 
innovative workflow results in a true end-to-end 
solution and our growing portfolio of successfully 
executed projects have won awards and hearts 
across 3 continents.

DesIGneD to Be DIstInGUIsHeD

Advantages of printed books • No 
need for an e-reading device • No 
batteries needed – the only thing 
you need is book and you can start 
enjoying whatever the book has to 
offer you. • Understandability – you 
can put marks and take notes so that 
you can easily understand what writer 
wants to say

Tangibility – choosing printed book 
is opting for prolonged existence 
and tangibility. It has ability to be 
seen forever on your shelf with other 
books. • It’s for everyone – even the 
non-computer literate readers will find 
no worries with printed books when 
they want to read. (quouted from: 
Marina Hajduković)

CONTACT 

+62 817 551 414 
info@mhllt.com

Visit our website:

www.mhllt.com

LOCATION 

Jl. Sunset Road #115, 
Seminyak,
Bali, Indonesia
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20 Coastal Living Rooms 
That Fit Perfectly Into a 
Modern Beach House

20 Ingeniously Styled 
Farmhouses

25 Minimalist Kitchen 
Ideas That Are the Total 
Opposite of Boring

Visually Inspired
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And not an anchor 
motif in sight.
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Coastal Living Room Coastal Living Room

BARN-BOARD FLOORS
GREY TEXTILES

In the living room of this East Hampton, New York home, the Ralph 
Lauren Home love seats are upholstered in an outdoor fabric, and the 

vintage stool is from Merci in Paris; the reclaimed barn-board floors are 
painted white throughout out the house.

In the den of a Long Island beach 
house the sofa is by Usona, and 

the ottoman is covered in a Kyle 
Bunting hair-on-hide leather; the 
photograph is by Darren Almond, 
the floor lamp is vintage, the rug 

is alpaca, and the walls and ceiling 
are painted in Benjamin Moore’s 

Super White.

1/20 2/20
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Coastal Living Room Coastal Living Room

PINK FLOORS3/20

In the raised sitting area of this Moroccan-inspired pool house in 
Millbrook, New York, the patterned wallpaper and cushion fabrics 
are by Nancy Kintisch and the sconces are by Atelier de Troupe.

EXPOSED 
BEAMS

Exposed beams are a classic coastal 
living staple that work every time, 

just like in this St. Barths home. 
The pine sofa, chairs, leather-

covered ottoman, and sisal rug are 
all by Christian Liaigre, and the 

antique wood stool is Chinese; the 
cupboards are custom made, and 

the beams were stained black.

4/20
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Coastal Living Room

DAY BED
In Portugal, the living room’s custom-made daybeds are covered with a 
cotton fabric bought locally, a Moroccan rug tops the concrete-tile floor, 
and the walls are painted in Blanco Cal, with door trim in Chauoven, 

both by MC Pintura Decoración; the surfboard and chair were found on 
the property.

5/20

FORMAL SETTING

This Hamptons home maintains a formal living room with coastal decor 
elements, like a sofa upholstered in a Lulu DK linen, Chinese Chippen-
dale–style chairs found in Palm Beach, and a ship captain’s chest. The 

framed collection of egg specimens is 19th century. The walls are painted 
in Sea Haze and the trim in Silver Dollar, both by Benjamin Moore.

6/20

Coastal Living Room
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Coastal Living Room

BRIGHT BLUE WALLS7/20

In the living room of this coastal living room in East Hampton, the 
sofas, by Celerie Kemble for Henredon, are upholstered in a Brun-
schwig & Fils printed linen, the cocktail table is by Yves Klein, the 
side tables are Kemble designs.

WICKER AND 
WOOD ACCENTS

In the living room of a weekend 
home in Bridgehampton, New York, 

the custom sofa is upholstered in 
a Mark Alexander fabric, the same 

Arabel Fabrics linen is used for 
both the curtains and the armchair, 

the Thebes-style caned stools are 
vintage, the cocktail table is by 
Dos Gallos and the abaca rug is 

by Stark; the ceiling is painted in 
Super White by Benjamin Moore, 
with beams in Armory by Pratt & 

Lambert.

8/20
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Coastal Living Room

WALL OF WINDOWS

In the family room of a weekend home in East Hampton, New York, the 
steel casement windows are by Optimum Window and connect to the 

outdoor space that inspired the room’s interior design.

9/20
10/20 ARTSY ACCENTS

In the living room of a 
southeastern Uruguay 

home, the chair was con-
structed by a local carpen-
ter based on a picture in a 

magazine.

2/20

Coastal Living Room
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Coastal Living Room

LIGHT AND AIRY DECOR LINEN TEXTILES11/20 12/20

Used as a winter retreat, a Palm Beach home’s decor consists of 
grey plush furnishings, floor-to-ceiling windows and sheer drapery. 

In the living room of a retreat on Martha’s Vineyard, the sofa by 
Restoration Hardware is covered in a Perennials linen, the Hans 
Wegner chairs are upholstered in a Brochier fabric, and the walnut 
cocktail table and stool are custom.

Coastal Living Room
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DARK WOOD TONES

13/20

In the living area of a beach house in New 
Zealand, which was designed by Lance and Nicola 
Herbst of Herbst Architects, the sofa is a custom 
design, and the replace by Masport Heating is set 
in a custom-made steel cabinet; the pendant light 
is by Secto Design, and the walls are sheathed in 
black-stained western red cedar. 

Coastal Living Room

INDUSTRIAL 
COASTAL 

LIVING ROOM

In the den of a Long Island 
beach house the sofa is by 
Usona, and the ottoman is 
covered in a Kyle Bunting 

hair-on-hide leather; the 
photograph is by Darren 

Almond, the floor lamp is 
vintage, the rug is alpaca, 

and the walls and ceiling are 
painted in Benjamin Moore’s 

Super White.

14/20
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Coastal Living Room

LUXE COASTAL DECOR WHITE ALL OVER

On the Gulf Coast of Florida, the living room’s vintage Carrara mar-
ble-topped table and 1950s commode by Maison Jansen were found in 

Argentina, the painting is by Carol Hu, and the custom bench is uphol-
stered in a linen velvet by Romo; the curtains are of a Romo fabric, and 

an antique Turkish rug lies over floors of Italian limestone.

In the living room of a Hamptons home, the sofa and armchairs are by 
Ralph Lauren Home, the cocktail table is by Démiurge New York, and 
the apple-matting rug is from Nerenberg’s shop, Bloom, in Sag Harbor, 

New York; the mantel is original to the house.

15/20 16/20

Coastal Living Room
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Coastal Living Room

BOHEMIAN DECOR17/20

Global style meets the beach at this home in Trancoso, Brazil. In 
the living room, the sofa and ottomans were designed by Bergamin, 
the armchair is African, and the Barcelona stools are by Mies van 
der Rohe. Kenyan masks flank a 19th-century painting found at a 
flea market.

DARING ACCENT COLORS

18/20

Bold splashes of color transform this Hamptons 
beach home into a vibrant space for relaxation. 
The sofa is by Calypso Home, the pair of 
armchairs is upholstered in a Malabar cotton, and 
the cocktail tables are by Bobo Intriguing Objects; 
the floor lamp is by Arteriors, and the walls are 
covered in a grass cloth by Phillip Jeffries.

Coastal Living Room
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Coastal Living Room

STATEMENT RUGS

In the living room of a century-old villa, an early-20th-century iron table 
was originally used in a yacht club, the sofa is custom, a pair of 18th-cen-
tury cabinets flanks a fireplace of Della Femina’s design, and the patch-

work rugs are made from pieces of bleached and dyed vintage kilims.

19/20

Coastal Living Room

TILE FLOORS20/20

A dreamy palette of blue, white and gray lends coastal vibes to one 
couple’s villa on the isle of Capri. Antique Italian mirrors hang 
above consoles by Conde House in the living room; the slipper 
chairs are by Creazioni, and the antique tile flooring is original to 
the house.
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INGENIOUSLY 
STYLED 

FARMHOUSES20
Great outdoors, meet 
even better indoors.
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In a Scandinavian cottage, the sleeping loft’s bedside stool is 
from Åhléns, and the white linseed-oil paint on the walls is by 

Kulturhantverkarna Färg.

In the kitchen of this townhouse, a stone wall retains its original 
decorative openings; the baskets and brass serving dishes were 

found at a local market.

sWeDen
1/20 2/20

UDaIPUr, InDIa

Styled Farmhouses Styled Farmhouses
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In a guest room of an English country estate, a Victorian oak 
bed is draped in a Robert Allen velvet, and the Knole sofa is Vic-
torian; above the custom silk wallcovering from Gainsborough, 
the walls are painted Slate III, and the doors in Slate V, by Paint 

& Paper Library.

In an Uruguayan home, the kitchen’s pendant light is leather, 
the ceiling beam is an old railroad track found in a nearby field 

and the flooring is tinted cement tile.

sUffolK, enGlanD UrUGUaY

Styled Farmhouses Styled Farmhouses

3/20 4/20
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At the top of the tower of this Florence estate, with 360-de-
gree views of the Apennine Mountains, a living room contains 
a vintage sofa and custom daybeds covered in fabrics by C&C 
Milano. The motorized shades are bamboo, and the cocktail 

and side tables are Miani designs.

With walls paneled in antiqued Tennessee pine, the library “is 
my husband’s sanctuary,” designer Cathryn Collins says, “al-

though our guests love it, too.” 

florenCe HUDson ValleY

Styled Farmhouses Styled Farmhouses

5/20 6/20
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In the library of a California country home, the family’s 
dachshund, Spartacus, rests on one of a pair of armchairs from 
Obsolete covered in Ralph Lauren Home plaids; the oak table is 

from Lucca & Co.

In this kitchen of this ranch home, a root table found at an 
upstate New York auction was fitted with a glass top.

los anGeles UPstate nY

Styled Farmhouses Styled Farmhouses

7/20 8/20
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On the covered porch of a Bridgehampton farmhouse, the 
dining table and benches are of New Zealand teak, the rattan 
sofa by Bielecky Brothers has cushions in a Perennials fabric.

BrIDGeHaMPton

Styled Farmhouses

9/20

In John Robshaw’s home, the kitchen’s settee is by Richard Wrightman, the 
sinkfittings are by Newport Brass, the ceiling lights are by Restoration Hardware, 

the countertops are marble, and the custom dhurrie is by John Robshaw; the walls 
are painted in Rose Quartz and the cabinetry in Starry Night, both by Benjamin 

Moore.

ConneCtICUt

Styled Farmhouses

10/20
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The cabinetry inside this Hamptons potato barn, designed by 
the architectural firm Bates Masi + Architects, is made of black-

ened perforated steel.

lonG IslanD, neW YorK

Styled Farmhouses

11/20

Once you step inside this converted 19th-century farmhouse 
by architect Vincent Van Duysen, you’ll realize it’s anything but 

conventional.

BelGIUM

Styled Farmhouses

12/20
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Interior designer Eric Egan received a commission to decorate 
a sprawling 10,000 square-foot 17th-century farmhouse on the 

border of Umbria and Tuscany in central Italy.

tUsCanY

Styled Farmhouses

13/20

Renovating an abandoned farmhouse in rural Sweden, a young 
couple furnished the bathroom with a vintage tub with fittings 

by Mora Armatur and tiled the floor with Carrara marble.

BJare PenInsUla, sWeDen

Styled Farmhouses

14/20
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When they purchased the 17th-century cottage in the early 
1990s, the owners loved its coastal location in the countryside, 
and its classic, though cramped, layout. With time they added 

to the house, being careful to retain its charm while adapting it 
to 21st-century needs.

tUsCanY

Styled Farmhouses

15/20

A mica pendant by Huniford Collection hangs above a Regency 
table and an 18th-century chair in the entry of this previously 

derelict barn, rescued and transformed into an elegant retreat.

WooDstoCK, neW YorK

Styled Farmhouses

16/20
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Inside this midcentury-style Laurel Canyon home, the kitchen 
features custom redwood cabinetry, a backsplash of penny 

tiles by Mission Tiles, an oven and dishwasher by Miele, and sink 
fittings by Vola.

soUtHern CalIfornIa
17/20

Styled Farmhouses

Though it had long outgrown its original use as a horse stable 
and a sheep barn, the owner of this carriage house retained as 

much of the rough stone structure as possible.

BeDforD, neW YorK

Styled Farmhouses

18/20
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Before a gut renovation by Spanish architecture firm Ábaton, 
this minimalist cement-and-stone country home used to be a 
stable. Everything about the home was designed to be eco-

friendly.

CÁCeres, sPaIn
19/20

Styled Farmhouses

The greatest compliment from friends is that “it looks as though we’ve been here 
forever,” says the owner of this preserved 19th-century farmhouse on eastern Long 

Island.

saGaPonaCK, neW YorK

Styled Farmhouses

20/20
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Minimalist 
Kitchen
Ideas

20

That Are
The Total Opposite 

Of Boring

They’re equal parts 
serene and stylish.
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Minimalist Kitchen Ideas Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

Before a gut renovation by Spanish 
architecture firm Ábaton, this 
minimalist cement-and-stone 
country home used to be a stable. 
Everything about the home was 
designed to be eco-friendly.

This may be a contemporary Los 
Angeles bachelor pad, but Edelman 
cowhide makes a surprise — and 
uncharacteristically blue — 
appearance with custom-made 
stools in the kitchen. The island’s 
surface is by Caesarstone, the 
lacquered cabinetry is custom 
made and the sink fittings are by 
Dornbracht.

This may be a contemporary Los 
Angeles bachelor pad, but Edelman 
cowhide makes a surprise — and 
uncharacteristically blue — 
appearance with custom-made 
stools in the kitchen. The island’s 
surface is by Caesarstone, the 
lacquered cabinetry is custom 
made and the sink fittings are by 
Dornbracht.

1 3

4

In this New York City home high above the city, the 
kitchen’s lacquer cabinetry is custom made for a clean, 
modern aesthetic. It is echoed in style by the backsplash 
and countertop, made with Calacatta marble. The range 
is by Viking, the refrigerator is by Sub-Zero and the print 
is by Ellsworth Kelly.

ConteMPorarY 
KItCHen

los anGeles
BaCHelor PaD

ralPH 
laUren’s 

KItCHenneW YorK
HoMe

2
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Minimalist Kitchen Ideas Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

lonDon 
toWnHoUse

UPPer 
West sIDe 
aPartMent

BrooKlYn 
toWnHoUse

Marble tiles in this modern 
kitchen of London designer 
Colin Radcliffe’s Notting 
Hill townhouse set the 
foundation for a cool, clean 
space. 

An Upper West Side 
Apartment proves that style 
and practicality can co-
exist.

The only place not 
covered in pattern in this 
textile maven’s Brooklyn 
townhouse: the kitchen. 

5

8

6

Inside a Gramercy Park 
apartment, designed by 
Bennett Leifer, rooms pay 
homage to the environment 
outside. 

7

GraMerCY 
ParK 
aPartMent
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Minimalist Kitchen Ideas Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

Inside a family’s weekend 
home in East Hampton 
— designed by John 
Kureck and Doug Jones — 
you’ll find kitchen stools 
by Thomas Hayes are 
upholstered in a Holly Hunt 
leather, the cabinetry is by 
Bulthaup, the range is by 
Wolf, and the flooring is 
antique French oak.

The Greek island of Folegandros 
serves as the perfect laid-back 
locale for designers Miguel Queda 
and Simone Ciarmoli’s vacation 
home. 

Aside from a bright pop of color 
in the flooring, the kitchen of 
a Florence estate keeps things 
classic with an all-white palette. 
The kitchen cupboard and 
marble-topped Tuscan tables 
are 19th-century and the flooring 
is handmade cement tile from 
Florence.

9

12

east 
HaMPton 
WeeKenD 
HoMe

florenCe 
estate 
HoMe

PennsYlVanIa 
Horse farM
Sanguine, comfortable, and 
durable, a family’s horse 
farm outside Philadelphia 
keeps things simple. 

10

GreeK 
VaCatIon 
HoMe

11
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Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

PalM sPrInGs 
HoMe

san 
franCIsCo 
loft

Inside a Palm Springs 
home, the swanky decor 
recalls the glamour of Old 
Hollywood. 

A former warehouse space 
serves as the ideal backdrop 
for San Francisco art dealer 
Francis Mill to showcase his 
varied art collections. 

13

14

Perfectly serene, artist Rachel Lee 
Hovnanian’s Greenwich Village 
townhouse is the epitome of 
contemporary grandeur. 

This minimalist Swedish cottage set on an island 
outside Stockholm couldn’t be more charming. At the 
opposite end of the great room, the kitchen and dining 
area features a removable staircase and a 19th-century 
Swedish table.

GreenWICH 
VIllaGe toWn-
HoUse

sWeDIsH 
CottaGe

16

Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

15
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Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

The kitchen area of a 
‘70s-era Monaco apartment, 
decorated by Emil Humbert 
and Christophe Poyet, is 
equal parts sleek and glam. 
The kitchen table and 
chairs are by Jeanneret; the 
oven, cooktop, and hood 
are by Aster Cucine.

17

MonaCo 
aPartMent

PalM BeaCH 
aPartMent
Inside this Palm Beach 
apartment by architect, Lee 
Mindel, the interiors are 
inspired by the water, sand, 
and sky. 

18

Minimalist Kitchen Ideas

A lover of the Arts and Crafts 
movement, Madeline Stuart brings 
a new spirit to the California 
tradition of handmade artistry with 
her Beverly Hills cottage.

In the guest barn of Amanda 
Seyfried’s cozy Catskills 
hideaway, the kitchen island is 
framed in concrete, with a base 
painted in Overcoat by Benjamin 
Moore; the pendant lights are a 
custom design, and sliding doors 
repurposed from the original 
horse stalls lead to the guest 
rooms.

20

CatsKIlls 
GUest 
Barn

BeVerlY HIlls 
CottaGe

19
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visually inspired.
dronestagram
Rasmus Kaessmann
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visually inspired.
dripping
Cristo Oviedo
Paula Posadas Alvarez
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Some people look for a 
beautiful place. Others 
make a place beautiful”

Hazrat Inayat Khan


